Regulatory Update - Thailand

New standard issued for General Public Use Frequency Bands 78-79 MHz and 245-247 MHz

The National Broadcasting and Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) of Thailand have issued new standard NBTC TS 1002-2561 to replace standard NTC TS 1002-2553 for General Public Use Frequency Bands 78-79 MHz and 245-247 MHz. This new standard came into effect on 24th February 2018

The main changes between the previous standard and the new standard include a change in bandwidth, Rated carrier power, Frequency deviation, etc. There is no change to the Type Approval schemes for products operating in these bands which needs national Class B certification, and no impact to products that have already been Approved based on the previous standard.

A copy of the new standard can be located here. The text is in Thai language only.
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